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1. INTR~DUCTI~N 
In [2], Fischer gave a construction of a new simple group denoted by M(23) 
of order P - Ya * 52 - 7 - 11 - 13 - 17 - 23. The group M(23) contains an 
elementary abelian subgroup E of order 211 such that its normalizer in N(23) 
is an extension of E by a group isomorphic to &&a (the Mathieu group on 
23 letters). The purpose of this paper is to prove the converse of this fact. 
MAIN THEOREM. Let G be a $nite group with O(C,(i)) = 1 for every 
iwolution i in G. Suppose G possesses an elementary abelian subgroup E of 
order 211 such that thegroup M = N,(E) has thefolEowingproperties: 
(i) C&(E) = E. 
60 NdEYE = n/r,, the Mathieu group 01z 23 letters. Then G = 
N,(E) OY G N M(23). 
Throughout the rest of the paper G will always denote a group satisfying 
the assumptions of the Main Theorem. The symbols 2, , EP,, A, and I& 
will denote a cyclic group of order 7t, an elementary abelian group of order p*, 
the alternating roup on n letters and the symmetric group on n letters. 
Rrrther, if A and B are groups, A : B will denote an extension of the group 
A by B. All other notation are hopefully standard (see in particular LS]). 
* This research was done with the support of the Alexander von Humboldt Founda- 
tion at the University of Heidelberg. 
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2. SOME &OWN h3ULTS 
We list here some known results which are used in this paper. 
LEMMA 1 [6]. Let X N M%, and let T be an &-subgroup of X. Then T 
possesses precisely two elementary abelian subgroups E1 and E, of order 16 and 
they are both normal in T. Also E1 n E, _N Z, x 2, and we have N,(E) _N 
E16 - (2, x A5) * 2, and N,(E,) IZI EL6 . A, . Furthti N,(E,) A Nx(E,)/Ez N 
(2, x A,)*.&. Thegroup’X has the order 27-32-5*7*11*23 and has 
exactly one conjugacy class of involutions and if i is an involution in X, then 
C,(i) is a splitting extension of an elementary abelian group of order 16 by L,(7). 
An &-subgroup P of X is ele?nentary abelian of ordo 9 and C,(P) = P, 
N,(P) = P *Q, where Q is a semidihedral group of order 16. The group X has 
exactly one conjugacy class of elements of order 3 and if (T is one of them, then 
C,(U) N Z, x A, and iV,((o)) = (u} * A, where A N ,?&. Let Q E Syl,(X). 
Then Nx(Q) _N Z, SF,, , whereF,, is aFrobe&usgroup of order 20. IfR E Syl,(X), 
then N*(R) N Z2 x F,, , where F,, is a Frobenius group of order 21. 
LEMMA 2 [7, p. 2351. (I) Every maximal subgroup of the simple group M22 
is isomorphic to one of the followitig groups: (a) iU2, II! L,(4), (b) Es -L,(2), 
Cc) El6 * 4 , (4 El6 * 4 , (4 A7 , (f)L,(11), (s> n/r,,,  where Ml0 has a subpoup 
of index 2 which is isomorphic to A, and &-subgroup of M,, is semi-dihedral of 
order 16. (II) Every maximal subgroup of the simple group Mz3 is isomorphic to 
one of the following groups: (a) A Frobenius group of ovder 23 * 11, (b) M,, , 
(4 L,(4) * Z2 9 (4 El6 * G x 4) * Z2 , (4 El6 - 4, , (f> 4 , k> n/r,, I 
the Math&u group on 11 letters. 
LEMMA 3 [4, Main Theorem]. Let T be a Sylow 2-mbgroup of a finite 
group H and A an abelian normal subgroup of T. Assume A is strongly closed 
in T with respect to H, i.e. whmevep a E A, g E H and as E T, then as E A. 
Let K = (AH) and a = K/O(K). The% the following hold: (i) x is a central 
product of an abelian 2-group and quasisimple groups whose central factor groups 
are isomorphic to L,(2”), n > 3, SZ(~~~+~), n > 1, lJ,(2n), n > 2, L,(q), 
q = 3, S(mod 8) or the simplegroups of Janko-Ree type. (ii) 2 = O,(x) Jz,( T,) 
for some Sylow 2-subgroup TI of K containing A. 
LEMMA 4 [4, Corollary 41. Assume the following: 
(1) T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of a jinite group H. 
(2) W is a weakly closed subgroup of T (with respect to H). 
(3) A is an abelian normal subgroup of NH( W) and A C C,(W). 
(4) 9 = (B _C T j B is conjugate in H to a subgroup of A, and B g A> 
(5) Y = max(m(B/C,(W)) I B E 91 
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Then eitb the abelian group Q,(A) is strongly closed in T with respect o H or 
the following hold: 
(I) There exists B E 9’ such that m(B) + r > m(A). 
(II) Let t be agz involution in T conjugate in H to an involution of A. Then 
m([A, t]) < 2r, and if B/C,(W) is elementary for all B E Y which satisfy (I), 
then m(fA, t]) < r. 
LEMMA 5 El]. Let G be a jinite group generated by a conjugacy class D of 
involutions uch that if dI , d, E D then [dI , d,] = 1 or d,d, has odd order. 
Assume G has no nontrivial solvable normal subgroup and G’ = G”. Then one 
of the following holds: 
(1) G=Z;, 
(2) G N SP&), UT&) or O,‘(q), q even, a symplectic, unitary or 
orthogonal group over a field of even order. 
(3) G er O,“(q), q = 3 OY 5, a orthogonalgroup over GF(q). 
(4) G cz &(2sn+l), a Suzuki group, 
(5) G is one of the three Fischer groups, M(22), M(Z) or M(24). 
3. SOME PROPERTIES OF THE GROUP M = N,(E) 
In this section we determine the number of M-conjugacy classes of elements 
in E# and their centralizers in M. 
LEMMA 6. If P E Syl,,(M), then CE(P) = (eI) N Z, . 
Proof. This is obvious. 
LEMMA 7. We have the following two possibilities for C,(e,): 
(i) C,(e,)/E N M,, , in which case / eIM j = 23. 
(ii) C,(e,)/E N MI, , in which case J e,M j = 1288. 
Proof. From Lemma 6, it follows that C,(e,)/E contains a Sylow ll- 
normalizer in M2, . Let CM(e,)/E = 5 * 11 * k. From Lemma 2, k j 27 - 32 * 7 
and, so by Sylow theorems k = 1, 22 . 3, 23 * 7, 24 * 32, 25 * 3 -7 or 27 . 3s * 7. 
Since j elM 1 < 2l1 - 1, the first hree values for k are impossible. If k = 
25 + 3 * 7, then 1 CIM(e,)/E j= 25 . 3 * 5 * 7 * 11. By Lemma 2, c&+)/E is a 
subgroup of M,, . Since M,, does not contain a subgroup of order 25 * 3 - 5 . 
7 * 11, we have a contradiction and so k = 2” * 3 .7. If k = 24 . 32, then 
j C,(e,)/E 1 = 24 * 32 . 5 - 11. Since n/l,, has no subgroup of order 24 * 32 * 
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5 * 11, we have C,(e,)/E E Ml, . If k = 27 * 32 * 7, then it is obvious that 
C,(eJE N Mz, and the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 8. There are precisely three M-conjugacy classes of elements in E# 
with the representatives e, , ez and e3 . Also CIM(e,>jE contains a Frobenius group 
of order 20 for each i. We can choose notation such that C,(e,)/E contains a 
Sylow 5-normalize4 in n/r,, .
Proof. Let PE Syl,,(M). Th en N,(P) = <el> x K, where K is a 
Frobenius group of order 55. Let Q E Syl,(K). Then from Lemma 6, it is 
immediate that ( C,(Q)1 = 23. N ow consider NM(Q). From the structure of 
MS3 (see Lemma l), it follows that N&Q)/CE(Q) N 2, -Pa,, (a Sylow 5- 
normalizer in Mz3). Let R E Syl,(N,(Q)). Since e, E C,(Q), it follows from 
Lemma 7 that C(R) n C,(Q) = <e2}. Since N&Q) = N(R) n N&Q) * C,(Q) 
we have ea E Z(N,(Q)). H ence G(Q) = +=3 xP, C&i?>1 and so [K G(Q)] 4 
NM(Q). Hence G(Q)+ contains precisely three NM(Q)-conjugacy classes of 
elements with the representatives e, , e2 and e, . Since e, -M ei (i # j) iff 
e, wN,(o) ej, the elements e, , s e and es all lie in different M-conjugacy 
classes. Now suppose there exists an e E Eg such that 5 1 1 e* j. Then 1 eM 1 = 
5 . 11 -23 and 1 C,(e)/E 1 = 2’ . 32 * 7. However from Lemma 2, the group 
M2, does not possess a subgroup of order 27 -3a * 7, a contradiction. With 
this the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 9. Let m EM - E with m2 E E. Then ) CE(m)l = 27. 
Proof. Let P be a subgroup of M containing E with m E P and P/E -N 
2, x D,, . Let Q E: Sy&(P). Then N?(Q)/C,(Q) N 2, X 4s . Let rZ E N*(Q) - 
C,(Q) with 62 E C,(Q). From Lemma 8, C,(Q) = <e, , e2, e3) N E, and 
fi centralizes C,(Q). Since E = C,(Q) x [Q, E], we have 1 C,(G)/ = 2’ 
and since m is conjugate in P to an element in E%, the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 10. (A) If we have case (i) of Lemma 7, then 1 el” ( = 23 and 
CM(el)/E N Mz2 , 1 e2M 1 = 1771 and CIM(e2)/E N El6 * ‘(2, x AJ * 2, , 
1 e3M 1 = 253 and CM(e3)/E N L,(4) + 2, . (B) If we have case (ii) of Lemma 7, 
then ) elM 1 = 1288 and C,&e,)/E N Mll, 1 es: I = 506 and C,(e,)/E N A,, 
1 e3M 1 = 253 at.zd C,(e,)/E CI El6 * A, . 
Proof. Suppose we have case (i) of Lemma 7, then / elM 1 = 23 and 
G&d/E 5 M2, . Sinde C,,Je,)/E 2 Z, * FzO , we have by Lemma 2, that 
C&e&/E _C K, where K -N A, or K _N El6 * (Z, x AJ * Z, . If K -N A, , 
then I ezM I = 2 * 11 * 23 * h, where 1 < h < 4. However A, has no proper 
subgroup of index < 4. Hence 1 ezM I = 506 ,and CM(e,)/E N A,. Then 
1 e.;” ) = 1518 and j C&e&/E j = 26 * 3 * 5 * 7. However Mz3 has no sub, 
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group of order 26 * 3 * 5 -7. Hence K e El6 *(I$ x AJ -2,. Then 
/ ez” ! = 1771 and / eaM j = 253. It follows that C,(e,)/E =E,, * (2, x As) * 2, 
and from Lemma 2, CM(ea)/E N El6 * A, or C,(e,>[E --L,(4) * 2, . L,et 
T E Syl,(M). Since N,(T) = T, we have that Z(T) is a fours group and we 
may assume Z(T) = (er , ea), where e, = exe,. Now suppose C,(e,)jE r2i 
Er,, * A, . Let El = O,(C,(ea)) and R E Syl,(C,(e,)). Assume C(R) n Z(EJ 3 
(ea) and let & E C(R) n Z(E,) - (es). Since CM(&) ‘>_ El * R, we have from 
the structure of C,(e,) that 4 E egM. Hence C,(Q/E N El6 * A, , and it 
follows that El = O,(C,(iQ). Since NM(E1) = C&e,). We have C,($ = 
C&e,) and so (e a , $) is in the center of a S,-subgroup of n/r, a contradiction. 
Hence C(R) n 2(&Q = (ea} and so j Z(E,)i = 27. NOW consider CM(ez). 
Let Es = O,(C,(e,)). Again j Z(EJ > 22. Since E, is not conjugate to .Ez 
in M, and from the structure of CM(e,), we must have / Z(E,)j > 25. From 
Lemma 1, we can find an element m E El n Ez - E. Then by Lemma 9, 
C,(m) = Z(E,), and hence [ Z(E, * E,)I > 2”. Since E1 . Ez is a subgroup of 
index 2 in an Sa-subgroup of M, we have a contradiction. IIence we have 
proved that C,(e,)IE EL&~) * 2, and part (A) of the lemma is proved. 
Now suppose we have case (ii) of Lemma 7. Then j elhf j = 1288 and 
C,(e,)/E N M,, . Since there are only 759 elements in Es remaining, we must 
have {I eiM j, j ezM I} = (253,506). H ence 7 1 1 C&e,)] and so C,(e,)/E cx A, . 
This gives 1 ezM j = 506 and j e aM j = 253. By Lemma 2, we have C,(e,)/E N 
L,(4) * Z, or C,(e,)/E N El6 . A, . Again let T E Syl,(Ctd(e,)). Then we have 
Z(T) = (es). Assume C,(e,)/E N L,(4) -2, and consider a subgroupL of M 
containing E such that L/E N El8 + A, . Let E, = O,(L). Let A E Syl,(L). 
Then R must act f -p -f on Z(E,) and so / 2(&F,)] = P. Now consider 
a subgroup K of M containing E such that K/E N El6 . (2, x As) e Zz . 
Let Ez = O,(K), Since Z(E,) contains representatives from esM and eaM 
we have / Z(Ez)/ 2 22. However by the structure of CM(e,), we must have 
/ Z(E,)/ > 24, This gives that / Z(El * E,)] > 2” and so the center of an 
S,-subgroup of M is noncyclic, a contradiction. Hence the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 11. Let R E Syl,(M). Then C,(B) N 2, x Z, and C’,(R) = 
U x R, where U > C,(R) and U f: D, . Also N2LI(R) = U >( (R * S), 
where / S 1 = 3 and R * S is a Frobenius group of order 21. 
Proof. Let e, be as in Lemma 8. Then by Lemma 9, we have j eaM / = 
253. Hence by Lemma 2, C,(e,)/E N_ El6 * A, or C,,(e.J/E -L,(4) * Z, . 
In either case, C,(e,)/E >/ Z, x F,, . Now let Ii E Syl,(C,(ea)). Then by 
Lemma 1, N,(R) C C&e,). Ag ain by Lemma 9, there are precisely two 
ii-conjugacy classes of elements in E# which are centralized by a subgroup 
of order 7. Hence C,(R) N 2, x Z, . Since e, is the only element in Cs(R)~ 
such that C,(e,) > N,(R), it follows that an S,-subgroup of NM(R) is 
dihedral of order 8 and the rest of the lemma follows. 
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LEMMA 12. There exists involutions in M - E and we have one of the 
following two possibilities: 
(I) All involutions in M - E are conjugate in M. 
(II) There exist precisely two M-conjugacy classes of involutions in M - E 
with the representatives iI and iz such that C,(i,)/C,(i,) N El6 *L,(7) and 
G&W&> N -% - & - 
Proof. From the preceding lemma, there exists an involution i E M - E. 
We have part (I) of the lemma if every involution in M - E is centralized by 
a subgroup of order 7. Otherwise let j be an involution in M - E such that 
7 f C,(j). Let M = M/E and we use the bar convention. From Lemma 1, 
GE(?) = 46 v&(7) and so N,(E * (j))/E N El6 *L,(7). From Lemma 9, 
j C,(j)( = 27 and since 24 * 7 1 [N&E * (j)) : C,(j)], we must have C,(j)/ 
C,(j) N El6 * Ed . Also there remains exactly 16 involutions in the coset Ej 
not conjugate to j in NM(E . (j)), Hence if jr is one of them, then C&jr)/ 
G(i) = 46 *Ld7). 
LEMMA 13. Let T be an S,-subgroup of M. Then E is the unique elementary 
abelian subgroup of T of order 2 11. Hence T is also an S2-subgroup of G. Further 
if we have case (A) of Lemma 10, then Z(T) is a fours-group containing a repre- 
sentative of e, , e2 and e,; and in case (B), Z(T) is cyclic of order 2. 
Proof. Assume E _C T with E N E, 11 and l? # E. Since the 2-rank of 
M/E is 4, we have by Lemma 9 that E n E N Et7 . Then by Lemma 1, we 
have N,(E*@/E* i?zA7 or (2, x A5) -2,. First suppose N&E-@/E. l?i~ 
A, . Let R E Syl,(N,(E .8)). S ince C(R) n E n E # 1, we must be in case 
(B) of Lemma 10. However, ifQ E Syl,(N,(E . E)) then C,(Q) = C(Q) n E n ,!? 
and this contradicts the structure of C&e,). Hence N&E * i?)/E * E N 
(2, x A5) -2, , again let Q E Syl,(N,(E ~2)). Since C,(Q) = C(Q) n E n B 
we must be in case (A) of Lemma 10. Now let M 2 L > E with LIE N El6 * A, . 
Let E1 = O,(L) and R E Syl,(L). Since R acts f - p -f on Z(E,) we must 
have / Z(E,)[ = 26. Then the center of an &-subgroup T of M has order at 
least 8. However NM(T) = T and so Z(T) is a fours group, a contradiction. 
This also proves the rest of the lemma. 
4. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
In the rest of the paper, we assume G # M # N,(E). We then have 
LEMMA 14. The group G is simple. 
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Proof. Let N be a minimal normal subgroup of G. Since M/E acts irre- 
ducibly on E and O(G) = 1, we have that N = Nr x N, x Ns x **a x ii,. ,
where the Ni’s are isomorphic simple groups. Since E n N # 1, it follows that 
M C N. By the same argument n/i _C N1 and so N = N1 . Since E is eharae- 
teristic in an &-subgroup of M, we have by the Frattini argument that 
G = N and the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 15. There exists an element e in E and an element g in G such that 
eq is an element of M - E. 
Proof. Let T E Syl,(M). Then by Lemma 13, T E Syl,(G). Since G is not 
isomorphic to L,(2n), n > 3, SZ(~~“+~), n > 1, U,(2”), 7~ > 2, L,(q), 
p z 3, 5(mod 8) or the simple group of Janko-Ree type, the lemma follows 
immediately from Lemma 3. 
LEMMA 16. The cuse (B) of Lemma 10 does not OCCZ*Y. 
Proof. Suppose we have case (B) of Lemma 10. Then C,(e&/E N M,, , 
C,(e,)/E N A, and C,(e,)/E N E,, * A, . Let S be an &-subgroup of 
C,(e,). Then by Lemma 13, S is also an &-subgroup of C,(e,). We first 
show that C,(q) = C,(er). I n order to do this, we apply Lemma 4 with 
H = C,(q), T = S, W = A = E. It is immediate that assumptions (I), 
(2), and (3) are satisfied. Suppose E is not strongly closed in S with respect 
to C,(q). Then there exists an involution t in S - E such that t is conjugate 
in C,(e,) to an involution in E. Since E is elementary, by part (II) of Lemma 4, 
we have m([E, t]) < T. Since the %-rank of S/E is 2, we have m([E, t]) < 2. 
But by Lemma 9, m([E, t]) = 4, a contradiction. Hence E is strongly closed 
in S with respect to Cc(el). By assumption of the Main Theorem O(C,(e,)) = 
1. Let K = (EcG@ll). By the irreducible action of C,(e,) on E/(e,> and the 
structure of Chl(e,), we conclude immediately by Lemma 3 that K = E and 
hence E 9 Cc(el). We have showed that C,(q) = C&e,). 
Now let T be an &-subgroup of M. Suppose there exists an involution 
i E T - E such that i is conjugate to e, in G. From Lemmas 9, 12 and the 
fact that 7 f Cc(e,), we have C&)/C,(i) N El, .2$ , where ( C,(i)[ = Z7. 
Let Er = C,(i). Since elfi n El # m, we have C,(E,) C M. Now let 
S, E Syl,(C,(i)). Then / S, 1 = 2r4. Consider C,(i) and let 3 E Syl,(C,(i)) 
such that S, C 3. Also let B a s with B LIP E,11. By what we have proved, 
j 3 j = 216 and so j S, n i? j > 2lO. Since i? # E, we have 3, = S, n 8 ~zr’ 
E,M, and 3, n El = $ R E c! Ez6 . Now consider N&E - &). Let 0 E 
Syl,(N,(E . sr)), then 1 C(Q) n E n 3, j = 22 and so N&Z . &) = C,,&) 
for some Za E e3M. Now let R E Syl,(C,(&)). Then / C(R) n En 8, j == 8, 
contradicting Lemma 11. Hence elG n T f E. By Lemma 15, we can find 
an element f in T - E which is conjugate to an element e in E. Let E, = 
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‘C,(f) N E,? . Also, we may assume e, E E,, . Now consider the group 
C,(f) and let E0 C T E Syl,(Co(f)). S ince f is conjugate to e, there exists an 
i!?g FaandEEEa11. Since elG n T C E, we must have e, E E,, n 8. So E 
and E are contained in C&e,) = C,(e,). Hence by Lemma 13, l? = E, a 
contradiction. With this the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 17. We have case (A) of Lemma 10 and e, , e2 and e3 all lie in 
dazerent conjugacy classes in G. Further, the product of two distinct elements of 
eIM is an element in epM and the product of three distinct elements of elM is an 
element in eZM. 
Proof. The first part of the lemma follows immediately from Lemmas 7, 
10, 13, and 16. Let N = C,(e,). Then by Lemma 10, N/E N Mz,. Let 
R E Syl,(N). From Lemma 11, / C,(R)1 = 4 and so we may let CE(R) = 
<el , iQ, where .k$ E eaM and .@a E eiM. By Lemma 13, we have that e@a does 
not lie in the center of an Ss-subgroup of N. Hence it follows that j elzsN 1 = 22 
and C(e,) n C(&) n M/E _N L,(4). F rom this it follows that the product of 
two distinct elements of erM is an element in ea”. Now let T E Syl,(N). We 
may assume Z(T) = (e, , es>, where e,e, = eB . Since ea $ zsN, we have 
7 * 11 1 1 e,N /. Hence it follows from the structure of C,(es) that 1 eaN j = 231. 
Since ea is also a product of two elements of elM and eiea = e2 , the rest of the 
lemma follows. 
LEMMA 18. The involution e, is not conjugate ilz G to an element in M - E. 
Proof. First consider the group N = C,(e,) and let E _C N,, _C N with 
No/E _N E,, . A, . Let E1 = O,(N,,) and L = N&El). Then we have 
L/E, N A, . If R E Syl,(L), then from the structure of CM(ei), i = 1,2,3 we 
have C(R) n Z(E,) = 1. Hence Z(E,) -N Ez6 . Now let Q E Syl,(L). Then it 
follows from the structure of CM(ez) that we may assume C(Q) n Z(E,) = 
(e, , t?J, where ;a E eaM and e& E ei”. Since Z(E,) is a minimal normal 
subgroup of L, it follows that <&L) = (?aL) = Z(E,) N E26 , where 
& E e2M n Z(E,). Further e, has precisely 7 conjugates in L. Now suppose 
there exists an m E M - E which is conjugate to e, in G. We may then 
assume that C,(m) 2 Z(E,). Let i; E Syl,(C,(m)) with Z(E,) c F. Let 
E g F such that E N E,ll . By Lemma 12, we must have Z(E,) _C i?. Since 
e, has 7 conjugates in Z(EJ, let fi. E e,M n Z(E,). Then by Lemma 17, 
elm E eaG and elfim E eZG. Hence the coset Z(E,)m contains representatives 
from eiG, ezG and eaG; and so there are at least 3 conjugacy classes of involu- 
tions in M - E, contradicting Lemma 12. With this the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 19. There exists a fours-group V = <es , gI1> in C,(e,) such that 
V 4 C,(e,), & and &es are elements in eIC. Further if x is an element in eIG n 
C,(e,) such that xe, is also in eIG, then x E (& , &e3>. 
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Proof. From the proof of Lemma 17, we can find an element .!$ in eI” 
such that ZIes E eIM and C(t?J n C(es) n M/E z,!&(4). Hence (es , &;> ==ZJ 
C,(ea). Let T E Sylz(CEn(e,)), C = C,(es) and C = C/(ee) and we use the 
bar convention. It follows that T E Syl,(C). Suppose w is not weakly 
closed in T with respect o C. Then we can find a c E C such that (ea , ZI;>c Z T 
and (ea , i;l)c 5 {es , Zr). By Lemma 18, ZIc E E. But & , &ea and &C are 
three distinct elements in eIM such that ZJZle,) gIr” E eIM. This contradicts 
Lemma 19 and so m is weakly closed in T with respect o C. By the 
Z*-theorem of Glauberman [3], and since O(C) = 1, we have <& , &I> a 
Cc(ea). Now assume x E eIG n C,(ea) such that xes is also in eIG. Let 
T E Syl,(C,(e,)) such that (ea , ZI , x) Z 7. By Lemma 18, there exists an 
I? a i” with ,!? iz~ E,lx and (es , Zr , x) _C B. Since xe, E e,G and &[Zres) = es , 
we have by Lemma 17 that x E {& , EreJ and the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 20. The group G is isomorphic to the Fischer simple group M(23). 
Proof. Let D = erG. We shall show that if dl , dz ED, then [d, , dz] = 1 
or d,d, has odd order. Suppose eleI!J has even order. Let Z(<e, , erg>) = (a}. 
Let T E Syl,(G) such that T 2 (er , z). Let B g T with i? N &I . Since 
e,x E elG, we have by Lemma 18 that (eI , x) C 3. Further by Lemma 17, 
we have x E egGs Since e,z and erga re elements in elG R Cc(z) it follows from 
Lemma 19 that e, and erg are contained in a fours-group. Hence the order 
of e,(e,g) is 2. So the set D has the property mentioned. Applying Lemma 5 
and checking the groups in the list, G II IPI(23). With this lemma the Main 
Theorem of the paper is proved. 
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